SHORT PAPERS AND NOTES
were collected. On July 2 another female was caught in a trap; a fifth was seen on July 23. Ermine The studies reported here were carried out where the Killik River flows northward from the Brooks Range through the southern foothills. The valley is 2 to 5 miles wide and has terrace remnants 70 to 100 ft. high. Field observations indicate that most of the valley floor was once covered with glacio-fluvial deposits, most of which were subsequently eroded away.
Along the left bank of the Killik River 0.5 mile south of the southeast corner of Imiaknikpak Lake is a terrace, the upper To-foot section of which is shown in Fig. 1 . At the 0-to 10-foot depth gravel-free sands show virtually no evidence of stratification, which, together with the presence of active sand dunes confirms the reworking and transportation of surficial material by wind action (Fig. 1 -K1, K5 and K6 ).
Below a depth of 10 feet sands are poorly stratified (Fig. 2) but show definite evidence of being water-deposited. A histogram showing the approximate particle-size distribution of the 10-to 40-foot section is given in Fig. 1 -K2.
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At the 40-foot depth, underneath the organic bed ( Fig. 1 -K3 ), the histogram ( Fig. 1 -K4 ) of the inorganic material is bimodal, with the fines in higher concentration than elsewhere in the stratigraphic column. This suggests that Pollen Zone of Livingstone4. Colinvau the organic material probably was identified the pollen-from a number transported into a temporary quiescent buried organic samples from northe environment. At the 45-to 'IO-foot Alaska and indicated that there was depth particle-size histograms are sim-general warming trend in northel ilar to that of Fig. 1 -K2 .
Alaska since about 14,000 years B.] A rich organic bed ( Fig. 1 -K3 ) was encountered at the 40-foot depth in which some of the plant remains were remarkedly well preserved. Fig. 3 shows some of the recovered larger plant remains. Alder The current mean July temperatur of the upper Killik Valley is about 5 to 52"F.6. Bother? indicates that i North America the northern extensio of alder nearly follows the 50' 1 isotherm, which in turn suggests ths the lower altitudes along the uppe Killik River area have the minimur summer temperature requirements fo the growth of alder. Although no alde is present along the upper Killik Rive] to the north near the junction of th Killik and Colville Rivers, there ar occasional small clumps of alder. In th vicinity of Umiat, less than 100 mile to the northeast, the mean July temperature is 54°F. and alder thickets are 10 to 12 ft. high. A factor that cannot be overlooked, however, is that in the Brooks Range, near Easter Creek at an altitude of about 3000 ft., a small grove of poplar (Populus tacamahacca) with heights up to 12 ft. is present.* If the climate of the upper Killik River is favourable for the establishment of poplar, it should also be suitable for alder. There is insufficient information to assert that the present climate of the upper Killik Valley is too rigorous to allow the growth of alder, but it is evident that although alder once grew in the upper Killik Valley it does so no longer. The age and composition of the organic bed described earlier in the report indicates that about 5650 years B.P. the climate of the upper Killik River area was as warm, if not warmer, than at present. consin glaciation of North America. It is not known whether the date of 5650 years is valid only for the drift of the valley or if it could be applied also to the adjoining uplands.
